COOKIE POLICY
We use technologies on the site www.worinwell.com (the Site) to collect information that helps
us improve your online experience and find relevant information or generate meaningful
results. In this Cookie Policy, we refer to these technologies, which include cookies, pixels, web
beacons and gifs, collectively as cookies. This policy explains the different types of cookies used
on the Site and how you can control them. We may change this Cookie Policy at any time.
Any changes in this Cookie Policy will become effective when we make the revised Cookie
Policy available on or through the Site. Any personal information that we collect through the
use of cookies is obtained through transparent notice to you and through your consent. Where
applicable, we provide you with the opportunity to opt out. We hope that this Cookie Policy
helps you understand, and feel more confident about, our use of cookies. Please also see our
Privacy Policy to understand the other ways in which we use information we collect about you.
A. WHAT IS A COOKIE?
Cookies are small text files that are stored on your computer or mobile device. They are widely
used in order to make websites work, or work in a better, more efficient way. They can do this
because websites can read and write these files, enabling them to recognise you and remember
important information that will make your use of a website more convenient (e.g. by
remembering your user preferences).
B. WHAT COOKIES DO WE USE?
Below we list the different types of cookies we may use on the Site. A) According to
functionality:
Performance Cookies. Performance cookies, which are sometimes called analytics cookies,
collect information about your use of this Site and enable us to improve the way it works. For
example, performance cookies show us which are the most frequently visited pages on the Site,
allow us to see the overall patterns of usage on the Site, help us record any difficulties you have
with the Site and show us whether our advertising is effective or not.
Functionality Cookies. In some circumstances, we may use functionality cookies. Functionality
cookies allow us to remember the choices you make on our Site and to provide enhanced and
more personalized features, such as customising a certain webpage, remembering if we have

asked you to participate in a promotion and for other services you request, like watching a
video or commenting on a blog. All of these features help us to improve your visit to the Site.
First party cookies. Are cookies set by the website you’re visiting. Only that website can read
them. In addition, a website might potentially use external services, which also set their own
cookies, known as third-party cookies.
Persistent cookies. Are cookies saved on your computer and that are not deleted automatically
when you quit your browser, unlike a session cookie, which is deleted when you quit your
browser.
Every time you visit the website, you will be prompted to accept or refuse cookies.
The purpose is to enable the site to remember your preferences (such as user name, language,
etc.) for a certain period of time.
That way, you don’t have to re-enter them when browsing around the site during the same
visit.
Cookies can also be used to establish anonymised statistics about the browsing experience on
our sites.
C. HOW DO WE USE COOKIES?
Our website mostly use “first-party cookies”. These are cookies set and controlled by the firm,
not by any external organisation.
However, to view some of our pages, you will have to accept cookies from external
organisations.
The 3 types of first-party cookie we use are to:
•

store visitor preferences

•

make our websites operational

•

gather analytics data (about user behaviour)

Visitor preferences
These are set by us and only we can read them. They remember:
•

if you have agreed to (or refused) this site’s cookie policy

•

if you have already replied to any survey pop-up – so you won't be asked again

Analytics cookies
We use these purely for internal research on how we can improve the service we provide for all
our users.

The cookies simply assess how you interact with our website – as an anonymous user (the data
gathered does not identify you personally).
Also, this data is not shared with any third parties or used for any other purpose. The
anonymised statistics could be shared with contractors working on communication projects
under contractual agreement with the firm.
However, you are free to refuse these types of cookies
D. REMOVING COOKIES FROM YOUR DEVICE
You can delete all cookies that are already on your device by clearing the browsing history of
your browser. This will remove all cookies from all websites you have visited.
Be aware though that you may also lose some saved information (e.g. saved login details, site
preferences).
E. MANAGING SITE-SPECIFIC COOKIES
For more detailed control over site-specific cookies, check the privacy and cookie settings in
your preferred browser
F. BLOCKING COOKIES
You can set most modern browsers to prevent any cookies being placed on your device, but you
may then have to manually adjust some preferences every time you visit a site/page. And some
services and functionalities may not work properly at all (e.g. profile logging-in).
G. HOW TO DISABLE COOKIES
You can control the use of cookies at the individual browser level. If you elect not to activate the
cookie or to later disable cookies, you may still visit our Websites, but your ability to use some
features or areas of the Websites may be limited. For further information on how to manage
Flash cookies please click here.
You can generally activate or later deactivate the use of cookies through a functionality built
into your web browser. To learn more about how to control cookie settings through your
browser:
•

Click here to learn more about the “Private Browsing” setting and managing cookie
settings in Firefox;

•

Click here to learn more about “Incognito” and managing cookie settings in Chrome;

•

Click here to learn more about “InPrivate” and managing cookie settings in Internet
Explorer; or

•

Click here to learn more about “Private Browsing” and managing cookie settings in
Safari.

If you want to learn more about cookies, or how to control, disable or delete them, please
visit http://www.aboutcookies.org for detailed guidance. In addition, certain third party
advertising networks, including Google, permit users to opt out of or customize preferences
associated with your internet browsing. To learn more about this feature from Google, click
here.
Many jurisdictions require or recommend that website operators inform users/visitors as to the
nature of cookies they utilize and, in certain circumstances, obtain the consent of their users to
the placement of certain cookies.
The Websites include third party social media features, such as the Facebook Like button, and
third party widgets, such as the ‘Share This’ button or interactive mini-programs that run on the
Websites. These features may collect your IP address, which page you are visiting on the
Websites, and set a cookie to enable the feature to function properly. Your interaction with these
features is governed by the privacy policy of the third party company providing it.
H. UPDATING THIS POLICY
If there are any material changes to this Policy, you will be notified by the posting of a
prominent notice on our Websites prior to the change becoming effective. We encourage you to
periodically review this page for the latest information on the Policy. Your continued use of the
Websites constitutes your agreement to be bound by such changes to this Policy. Your only
remedy, if you do not accept the terms of this Policy, is to discontinue use of and access to the
Website. This policy has been released on 31 July 2020. Next review is within 2 years or earlier.
I. CONTACT US
If you have questions or concerns regarding this Policy or about the WoRisGo Group’s privacy
practices, please contact us
risk.services@indiabound.org
Ph: +91 9900540126
Or
Privacy Officer
WoRinWell by WoRisGo Third Floor, 1209/1, 22 Cross
HSR Layout Sector 3
Bangalore-560102, KA, India

